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Abstract: Technology has tremendously contributed to improving communication and facilitating daily activities. Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) study
particularly emerged from the need to serve people with disabilities such as
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS). However, with the advancements in
cost-effective electronics and computer interface equipment, the BCI study
is flourishing, and the exploration of BCI applications for people without
disabilities, to enhance normal functioning, is increasing. Particularly, the
P300-based spellers are among the most promising applications of the BCI
technology. In this context, the region-based paradigm for P300 BCI spellers
was introduced in an effort to reduce the crowding effect and adjacency problem that might affect the detection of P300 peak. This study extends this line
of research by investigating the effect, in terms of accuracy and usability,
of the letters’ distribution among the speller’s regions. For this purpose, a
clustering algorithm is proposed, and two region-based layouts were generated
by redistributing the letters based on their dissimilarity or their similarity.
A pilot usability evaluation was also conducted in order to assess the usability
of the different layouts in terms of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction.
The results indicate that the distribution of the letters has an effect on the
classification accuracy as well as the user experience. Particularly, when considering short-term accuracy and cognitive effort, the original region-based
layout outperforms other layouts.
Keywords: Optimization; clustering; usability evaluation; BCI; region-based;
P300 speller

1 Introduction
Due to the belief that communication is among the most important aspect of human’s life,
and for those that lack communication ability, brain–computer Interface (BCI) becomes an ideal
solution for individuals with motor disabilities to have the capability to communicate and express
themselves. The EEG method is the most widely used and can easily be adopted since its tools are
relatively simple and affordable. Event-related potential (ERP) refers to any potential change that
happens to the EEG signal caused by an event or a stimulus. Particularly, the P300 is the largest
ERP component, which is a positive signal deflection triggered in brain waves after approximately
This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License,
which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided
the original work is properly cited.
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300 ms of an infrequent stimulus or a surprising event yet relevant to the task being handled. It
is usually elicited using the oddball paradigm, where the subject is presented with some external
stimulus in the form of a sequence of events, categorized into two classes such that one of them
is rarely presented [1].
Many P300-based BCI systems have been proposed in the literature in various applications like Lie detector [2], smart homes [3], brain painting [4], gaming [5], and brain-controlled
wheelchair [6]. The BCI speller, first introduced in 1988, is one among several BCI applications,
followed with many enhancements, producing numerous types of BCI spellers. Particularly, the
P300-based spellers are among the most promising applications of the BCI technology. Farwell
et al. [7] introduced the P300-based BCI alphanumeric speller. The speller is a flashing paradigm
where the rows and columns of the displayed matrix are intensified in a random order. The
intersection of the target character will create a P300 event related potential (ERP) in electroencephalogram (EEG) brain signals, recognizing the desired letter. Then, several studies proposed to
enhance the original Row-Column (RC) speller to increase its performance. A detailed review of
P300 spellers is provided in [8].
Despite the research progress in this area, several challenging issues still need to be addressed,
as discussed in [9,10], in order to properly detect the P300 peak. Some challenging problems are
related to human perceptual phenomena, such as habituation [11], crowding effect [12], repetition
blindness [13], and adjacency errors [14], which can be potential sources of error in P300 detection. In an effort to reduce the crowding effect and adjacency problem, the Region-Based (RB)
paradigm was introduced by [15]. It defines a two-level speller, where the letters are distributed
among seven regions; each region contains seven characters. In the first level, the regions flash
and the user concentrates on the desired character. Subsequently, the region is selected, and then
the characters associated to the chosen region flash alternatively until the desired character is
identified. In [10,16], the studies demonstrated that the RB paradigm has better performance
than other paradigms and can significantly reduce the near-target effect. Later, other studies also
confirmed that the RB paradigm outperformed the RC paradigm in terms of accuracy [17], and
when tested involving individuals with Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) [18].
The distribution of letters in the RB paradigm, similar to other P300 spellers, is usually based
on the alphabetical order of characters. Further to the conventional alphabetical order, FazelRezai et al. [16] proposed to redistribute the letters in the RB paradigm based on the frequency of
letters usage. This suggests that the letters distribution in the RB paradigm could be a promising
research question to investigate. In this study, the hypothesis states that the distribution of letters
among different regions and within a region can be reconsidered in a way that may reduce
habituation, crowding effect, and repetition blindness, and then, would reduce the spelling error
and increase the accuracy of the speller.
Furthermore, in real-life application of BCI systems, it is valuable to assess the stimulus
paradigm based on user’s viewpoint. A high usability would lead to a sustainable assistive device
that users might find helpful in real-life. This is even crucial for BCI applications since their
performance does not rely only on the physical attributes of the system, but also on the user’s
reaction to it. The usability of BCI systems is usually evaluated using questionnaires to collect
user’s feedback and it is considered among the most important aspects of P300 BCI studies. Several studies, such as [19,20], have been conducted to evaluate the usability of different paradigms
of BCI spellers. Particularly, the results in [10,16,21] favored the RB speller. Therefore, we extend
this line of research by further investigating the effect of different letter distributions within the
RB paradigm, and evaluating their usability in terms of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction.
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This study aims to redesign the P300 RB speller by redistributing the letters based on their
similarities/dissimilarities, and then evaluating the usability of the different layouts. Next, Section 2
presents the related studies relevant to P300-based spellers; its paradigms in Section 2.1 and the
evaluation methods in Section 2.2. Section 3 presents the approach and methodology followed in
this study. Section 4 introduces the proposed clustering algorithm used to generate the distribution
of letters among the different regions within the RB paradigm. Section 5 presents the usability
evaluation framework and discusses the results of testing the generated layouts compared with the
original RB layout. Finally, the conclusion and future study are presented in Section 6.
2 Related Work
The BCI technology can ease the spelling task for individuals with severe motor disabilities by
detecting their brain signals. Particularly, the P300-based BCI speller is mostly common, thanks to
its high speed and accuracy, compared to other BCI techniques. This section covers the literature
review of the well-known paradigms of P300-based BCI spellers in Section 2.1, and then some
of the evaluation methods of P300 spellers in Section 2.2.
2.1 Paradigms of P300 Spellers
Two main paradigms can be considered; the matrix-based paradigm illustrated by Fig. 1a,
the region-based paradigm shown in Fig. 1b, and their variants are presented in the following.
Then, some challenging problems, due to human phenomena that might affect P300 detection,
are discussed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Different P300 based speller paradigms [9]. (a) A matrix-based speller; the RC speller
proposed by [7]. (b) A region-based speller; the RB speller proposed by [9] showing both levels
for spelling character “B”
2.1.1 Matrix-Based Paradigms
In 1988, the Rows-Columns (RC) paradigm for P300 speller was introduced by Farewell
et al. [7], and it has been widely used. It is based on the visual oddball paradigm [1]. In an
oddball paradigm, a chain of events is presented such that these events can be classified into
two classes; one of them is rarely presented evoking a positive peak, after 300 ms, caused by the
infrequent event.
The character selection is achieved by repeatedly flashing rows and columns, as shown in
Fig. 1a, while the user is focusing on the target character and silently counting the number of
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times that the desired character gets flashed until the P300 is elicited. After flashing each of the 6
rows and 6 columns, the desired character is identified as the intersection of the row and column
that evoked the P300. Recently, Velasco-Álvarez et al. [22] proposed a P300 speller application
based on the RC paradigm and the Rapid Serial Visual Presentation Paradigm. It was designed
to be easily installed, configured, and used by patients due to its versatility and ease of use.
Then, the Single Character (SC) paradigm was introduced in [23]. In this paradigm, each
character of the 36 characters is individually flashed in a random order. The results in [23] showed
that the SC paradigm outperforms the RC paradigm in terms of the classification accuracy, and
that most subjects who tested both spellers preferred the SC since it caused less fatigue.
Another matrix-based alternative, the Check Board (CB) paradigm [24] was designed as an
8 × 9 matrix, such that adjacent letters could not be simultaneously flashed, by separating them in
different flash groups. In fact, the characters are flashed in sequential order: first, all rows of the
white matrix followed by all rows of the black matrix, then the same process will be performed
to the columns belonging to both matrices.
2.1.2 Region-Based Paradigm
The Region-Based (RB) paradigm is a two-level speller where the letters are distributed into
regions and the selection of a character is done in two steps: first among the regions, then within
the selected region. An example of a speller, grounded on RB paradigm but using the Motor
Imagery (MI), is the “Hex-O-Spell” [25] which was introduced as a mental gaze-independent
spelling application. The speller is presented with six hexagonal fields, where the user mentally
controls the application with two mental states: imagined right-hand movement and imagined
right foot movement. “Hex-O-Spell” was first developed in 2006 by [25], presented in [26], and
then inspired many variations (such as, [27–29]) that transformed the “Hex-O-Spell” into an ERP
system initially to test whether ERP spellers could also be gaze-independent.
Then, the Gaze-Independent Block Speller (GIBS) [30] was proposed as an RB speller based
on P300 BCI. The stimulus displays 30 characters grouped into four regions that are located at
the corners of the screen. The regions are flashed until a block is selected, and then expanded in
the center of the screen. Then, the characters in the central region are flashed. The results showed
that this speller is as efficient as the standard RC speller in terms of information transfer rates.
Fazel-Rezai et al. [15] introduced a P300 RB speller presenting seven regions, where each
region contains seven characters, as shown in Fig. 1b. In the first level, the regions are flashed.
Once a region is selected, then the characters within this region are alternatively flashed until
the desired character is identified. Fig. 1b displays the process of choosing a specific character in
this paradigm.
Based on the character’s arrangement within the regions, Fazel-Rezai et al. [16] considered
two RB layouts named RB1 and RB2. In the RB1 layout, the characters are distributed with
respect to the alphabetical order, while in the RB2 layout, the characters are distributed based
on the frequency of character usage, such that the characters that have close probability of usage
are placed in one region. They have demonstrated that the RB paradigm outperforms the RC
paradigm in terms of accuracy and user acceptability. Also, within the RB paradigm, the RB2
has the highest average accuracy while RB1 has been rated as the easiest to use.
Furthermore, [18] noticed that some patients with ALS were unable to use the conventional
RC speller. For this reason, they conducted some experiments involving patients with ALS and
age-matched healthy participants who were asked to input Hiragana characters using RB and RC
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paradigms. It turned out that the RB speller provided significantly increased accuracy for patients
with ALS compared to the conventional RC speller. Recently, Oralhan [17] also proposed a 2-level
region-based P300 speller with a different number of regions and stimulus positions. This study
also showed that the RB speller outperforms the RC-based speller in terms of accuracy.
2.1.3 Human Factors in P300 Detection
Several challenging problems, that might affect the detection of P300 peak, were listed
in [9,10]. Among them, some human perceptual phenomena could be potential sources of errors,
such that;
• Adjacency errors occur when a non-target item near to the target flashes attracts user’s
attention and producing P300, as it was observed that incorrect selections frequently occur
in locations close to the target item [14].
• Crowding effect occurs when the target object is surrounded by similar objects so that
the identification of the target becomes difficult [12]. In fact, as illustrated in [31], three
main factors determine crowding; the inter-stimulus distance, the target eccentricity, and
similarity, such that the more similar the flankers are to the target, the more they affect
its identification.
• Repetition blindness occurs in rapid serial visual presentation so that the user will not
recognize or may miss the second occurrence [13]. This phenomenon might occur in visual
paradigms with crowding effect [10].
• Habituation occurs after a while of repeatedly presenting the same matrix so that the user’s
attention will decrease and eventually lose focus [11]. This phenomenon happens when the
user automatically achieves the task by using less attentional resources [32]. Consequently,
the error rate will increase since the signal’s amplitude becomes weak [33].
In the RC paradigm, Fazel-Rezai et al. [14,24] noticed that incorrect selections frequently
occur in the same row or column as the desired target, and then concluded that this paradigm is
prone to adjacency errors. The CB paradigm [24], however, overcomes this problem by separating
adjacent letters in different flash groups so that they do not simultaneously flash. However,
designed as a matrix-based paradigm, it is prone to the crowding effect. Further, the Zigzag
Paradigm (ZP) [34] was proposed to address the adjacency and crowding problems through horizontally shifting each second row of the matrix. This shifting removes vertical adjacent characters
and slightly increases the distance between the adjacent characters. However, designed in the form
of a 6 × 6 matrix, the ZB paradigm still has higher crowding compared to the RB paradigm [10]
which was especially designed to significantly reduce the crowding effect and adjacency errors.
As for the habituation phenomenon, Yu et al. [35] recently investigated the short-term habituation in the use of P300-based spellers and concluded that neither intra-run nor inter-run P300
habituation was found.
2.2 Usability Evaluation of P300 Spellers
Usability can be defined as the quality attribute that assesses how easy to use an interface.
Therefore, most BCI related studies highly focus on the usability part of the application, since
it has a huge impact on the success or failure of the proposed application. The usability can
be evaluated using numerous types of measures. Depending on the study objectives, the usability
evaluation can be direct through the observations of the participants’ behavior while using the
application. Else, the study may involve a comprehensive usability evaluation that requires the
collection of both qualitative and quantitative data.
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2.2.1 Visual Stimulus
The performance of P300 based BCI systems varies according to the stimulus paradigm [19]
and the properties of the stimulus interface [11,36]. In fact, several studies suggested changing
one or more parameters of visual stimulation, such as stimulus colors [37], stimulus contrast, or
flashing methods, by using the character motion and character size and sharpness [38], lighting
patterns [24], character contrast and environmental background noise [39], or the presentation
times and brightness intensity [40]. Other studies also investigated the effect of the number of
stimuli [11], the grid layout [41], the stimuli, whether letters, faces, or geometrical figures [28], the
size of the stimuli and the distance between them [42], and recently the speller size [43].
For example, studies in [44,45] evaluated the speller based on the matrix layout, where the
characters had the same size. The matrix sizes varied from 4 × 4, 8 × 8, and 12 × 12 in [44], to
6 × 6, 4 × 9, 3 × 12 in [45]. Moreover, Garcia et al. [46] evaluated the speller with three different
sizes (Large, Middle, Small) for a 6 × 6 matrix that varied in terms of matrix size, symbol size,
and distance between the symbols.
2.2.2 Characteristics of the Participants
In [47], the study examined the trends in the inclusion of participants with disabilities by
analyzing the meeting abstracts across six international BCI meetings from 1999 to 2016. It was
noticed that, among the large number of studies focusing on BCI for individuals with disabilities,
only 22% actually included them as research participants. In fact, it is a common practice [48] to
initially start testing the system with healthy participants, as a proof of concept, before involving
individuals with disabilities. Also, this might be due to the challenges in recruiting and involving
people with disabilities.
In [48], the study investigated the usability of the BCI spellers for disabled people with
ALS. The results of the usability evaluation in terms of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction
were promising and showed that the BCI may be competitive with alternative communication
systems, such as eye trackers. In [49], researchers conducted a comparative study concluding that
BCI accuracy and communication rate did not significantly differ between users with ALS and
healthy, age-matched volunteers. Recently, Yu et al. [35] conducted a comparative study involving
people with ALS and healthy age-matched volunteers to study the habituation in the use of P300based spellers. Results showed that the ALS group performed as well as the healthy volunteers,
concluding that P300 speller can be a reliable communication device for individuals with ALS.
These results (from [34,49]) suggest that the development of BCI systems can begin with studies
with healthy participants, and then involve people with ALS to confirm the hypotheses. Hence,
most of the recruited participants in the BCI studies were healthy, whereas few studies, such
as [18,50] involved both motor disabled and healthy participants.
2.2.3 Evaluation Methods
All the previous studies on BCI spellers agreed on the evaluation method to be task-based,
where the participants are asked to input a given set of characters. Tab. 1 summarizes the
parameters of the evaluation methods as reported in the previous studies; particularly, the P300
region based spellers.
It can be observed that different criteria were used to evaluate the P300 spellers, but the
accuracy is the main criterion used in all studies. While the previous studies compared the RB
speller to other paradigms like SC and RC, showing its supremacy among them, our study focuses
on comparing different layouts within the RB paradigm.
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Table 1: Summary of the evaluation methods used to assess P300 RB spellers
Ref.

Spellers

RB-based stimuli

Participants

Spelling task

Evaluation criteria

[16]
2011

RC, SC
vs. RB
spellers

6 healthy male subjects
aged 20–30 years.

2 words: WATER and
LUCAS.

[21]
2013

SC vs. RB
spellers

7 regions including 7
characters each.
2 layouts; alphabetical
order and the
frequency of character
usage.
6 regions including 6
characters each.

12 healthy subjects; 11
males and 1 female
aged 21–32 years.

[18]
2014

RC vs. RB
spellers

6 regions including 9
Hiragana characters
each.

8 words: CAT, DOG,
FISH, BOWL,
GLOVE, HAT,
SHOES, WATER.
Spelling 6 letters.

Accuracy, information
transfer rate and user
satisfaction (level of
fatigue, user
acceptability, difficulty
of use).
Online and offline
accuracy rate, ERP
waveforms, Fisher
ratio, and error rate.
Online accuracy and
number of errors.

[17]
2019

RC vs. RB
spellers

5 regions including 6
characters each.

This
study

RB speller

7 regions including 7
characters each.
3 layouts; alphabetical
order, letters similarity
and dissimilarity.

7 patients with ALS
and 7 age- and
sex-matched
able-bodied controls
(age 58–68 years, mean
64 years, 3 men in
each group).
6 healthy male subjects
with mean age
26 ± 2 years.
6 healthy female
subjects aged
18–25 years.

A total of 28
characters in the test
dataset were acquired.
The word: SCOPE.

Classification accuracy
rates, peak amplitude
and peak latency
values.
Effectiveness (classifier
accuracy), Efficiency
(perceived fatigue and
difficulty levels) and
Satisfaction (user’s
acceptability and
preference).

3 Proposed Approach
Much effort has been put into the improvement of the P300 speller’ visual stimuli as it is
an important factor that can influence the performance of the system. Therefore, a promising
study area suggests investigating the effect of modifying the type of visual stimulus, and showing
that different types of visual stimuli could elicit stronger P300. As discussed in the previous
section, numerous approaches were proposed to optimize the spelling parameters, the stimulation
frequency, and stimulation intensity. However, this study focuses on the impact of the speller’s
layout on the performance and usability of the system. Particularly, two RB-speller layouts were
proposed in [16] as mentioned in the previous section, where the only difference between them was
the letters’ distribution among the regions, where (RB1) was based on the alphabetical order, while
(RB2) was based on the frequency of letters usage. Yet, there was a difference in the experimental
results among the two layouts showing that (RB2) had the highest average accuracy, whereas
(RB1) was rated by the participants as the easiest to use. This suggests that the letters’ distribution
in RB paradigm could indeed make a difference and may affect the efficiency of the speller.
To reduce human errors due to habituation and crowding effect, our study investigates whether
the distribution of letters based on letter’s similarity/dissimilarity might have an effect on the
spelling error rate, and then the speller’s accuracy. In fact, the reason behind the proposed
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approach is to tackle (1) the crowding effect problem by reducing the similarity among adjacent
letters surrounding the target letter, and (2) the habituation problem by stimulating the user’s
attention for a longer period by creating events that are not expected by the user, triggering P300,
and thus reducing habituation.
In order to achieve this, a clustering algorithm is proposed to group the letters based on their
similarity or dissimilarity. Clustering algorithms have been implemented and used as a basic step
in many applications [51,52]. Clustering can be achieved by various algorithms that significantly
differ in how the clusters are defined and how to efficiently find them [53]. Therefore, number
of algorithms of different categories have been developed [54]. Particularly, the group-average
approach measures the average similarity across all pairs within the cluster and aims to maximize
the intra-cluster similarity while minimizing the inter-cluster similarity.
In this approach, calculating the distance between objects in the same cluster and the distance
between clusters is an important step. In our study, the distance reflects the level of similarity/dissimilarity between the letters. In [55], the study produced a full similarity matrix for both
upper and lower case letters based on visual similarity of the letters. Since the BCI spellers
only consider the uppercase letters, our experiments were based on the uppercase letter’s visual
similarity matrix proposed in [56]. This matrix contains letter’s visual similarity determined based
on user’s ratings and it can be noticed that this matrix is not symmetric. For the redistribution,
proposed clustering algorithm is presented in Section 4.
Finally, as discussed in the previous sections, the usability evaluation of BCI application is
often task-based. Particularly, for BCI spellers, the participants are usually requested to perform
the task of typing specific words or numbers. This paper presents a task-based usability evaluation
that aims to assess the effect of redistributing the letters based on the letters similarity. The
optimized layouts have been then evaluated in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction
with respect to (ISO 9241-11: 2018) standard as discussed in Section 5.
4 Design of the RB Layouts
The RB speller paradigm consists of seven regions, as illustrated in Fig. 2. Each of which
consists of seven characters, which can be uppercase English letters, special characters, or punctuation marks. Region 5–7 contain special characters, punctuation marks, and a set of numbers. The
distribution of regions 5–7 will remain the same, since the character similarity is not applicable,
and beyond the scope of this study. By excluding the previously mentioned regions, four regions
will remain for the distribution process. Three of which will contain seven letters and one will
include five letters and two integers “1” and “2”. The proposed clustering approach is based on
group-average distance [54] and was conducted in 4 steps as detailed in the following subsections.
4.1 Selection of Seeds
As a preprocessing step, the clustering seeds are selected on the basis of the clustering type.
Two types of clustering are considered in our approach. For most dissimilar clustering, a group
of most similar letters is selected as seeds to lower the probability of having them in the same
cluster, and vice versa for the most similar clustering.
To identify the seed letters of the most dissimilar clustering, the four most similar uppercase
letters were chosen based on the letter’s similarity matrix [56], where the distances are computed
between the letters based on the visual similarity ratings so that the smaller the distance the higher
the similarity and vice versa. The group that has the highest similarity among its letters is (O,
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C, D, Q). This result is consistent with the result of the experiments performed in [55] where the
curved letters (B, D, C, c, o, O, Q, G) were clustered in one group. Subsequently, each of these
letters is placed in a different cluster due to the high similarity among them, to keep them as far
as possible. Each of these letters will act as a cluster seed in its respective cluster.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The layouts generated by the clustering algorithm. (a) P300 RB speller based on letter
dissimilarity (b) P300 RB speller based on letter similarity
As for the most similar clustering, the selection of the seeds was built on the clustering results
of the most dissimilar clustering mentioned earlier. The cluster with the highest dissimilarity
among the three other clusters was (O, Z, I, A, Y, G, R). Afterward, the average of the groupaverage distances was computed for each letter that belongs to this cluster and all the other
letters. Finally, the top four letters that have the highest group-average distance to all the cluster’s
members are then chosen as seeds. Following the above mentioned steps, the resulting seeds were
(Y, G, I, Z).
The order of letters within the set was then determined by evaluating the clusters resulting
from all possible permutations of the seeds (4! = 24 combinations). Based on the quality of
clusters, two different orders of the same seeds turned out to be the best with the same score for
dissimilar clustering; which are (O, Q, D, C) and (Q, O, D, C). For the most similar clustering,
the best order of seeds was (G, Z, Y, I).
4.2 Clustering Algorithm
Our algorithm is the same for both clustering types (most dissimilar clustering and most
similar clustering), using the similarity matrix adopted from [56]. The most dissimilar clustering
aims to group the letters with the highest similarity values. After the selection of the seed letters,
clustering is performed between the main clusters that contain the seed letters and other clusters,
each of which initially contains only one letter yet to be assigned to a cluster. Following the
group-average approach for clustering [54], at each iteration, four unassigned letters are assigned
to the four clusters (one letter to each cluster). The distance between each unassigned letter and all
the formed clusters is calculated by taking the average distance between the letter to be assigned
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and all members of the cluster. The unassigned letter that has the largest average distance to a
cluster will be assigned to that cluster.
If a letter to be assigned has the same group-average distance to two or more clusters, i.e.,
more than one cluster “compete” for the same letter, the cluster having the farthest letter from
the unassigned letter will be selected as the “winning cluster” to accommodate the new letter (i.e.,
a complete-link approach is adopted here to resolve conflicts). In case of ties between competing
clusters with respect to the complete-link again, the next farthest letter from the letter under
consideration within the competing clusters is chosen. This is repeated until a decision can be
made about the “winning cluster”, or the selection will be in favor of the first cluster among the
conflicting clusters, while the “losing” clusters will have to find other letters to be assigned to
them among the unassigned letters.
4.3 Stopping Criteria
In the last iteration, there will be two full-clusters containing seven letters each, and two
clusters containing only six letters each. Hence, the latest added letter to the last cluster is
removed, and reassigned to the cluster before, to obtain three full-clusters of seven letters and
only one cluster of five letters. The integers “1” and “2” will be added to the cluster of five letters
to form the fourth full-cluster.
Subsequently, the obtained clusters are placed in the RB paradigm regions, such that the
cluster containing the numbers “1” and “2” is placed in region 4, like in the original paradigm.
Afterward, the three remaining clusters will be distributed at random in regions 1–3, since the
location of these regions have similar accuracy based on the study conducted in [16].
4.4 Evaluation of the Resulting Clusters
Evaluation of the quality of clustering can be measured using different measures [54]. The
intra-cluster measure is the similarity or so-called the distance within-cluster (wc) that indicates
how close the cluster’s members are to one another; if the goal is to cluster most similar
members, then the closer the better, otherwise the farther the better. Given a cluster Ck , wc is
measured using
⎞2
⎛
n




1
⎝
Distance Li , Lj ⎠
(1)
wc (Ck ) =
Size (Ck )
i=1 Lj ∈Ck ,j=i

where k is the number of cluster 1 ≤ k ≤ 4, and n is the number of letters within a cluster.
However, the inter-cluster measure indicates the distance between clusters (bc) [54]. The
distance between two clusters Ck and Cl , is defined as
⎞2
⎛
 


1
⎝
bc (Ck , Cl ) =
Distance Li , Lj ⎠
(2)
Size (Ck )
Li ∈Ck Lj ∈Cl

The resulting cluster’s quality can be measured by comparing the intra-cluster distances with
the inter-cluster distance. This can be done by dividing the total of the inter-cluster cluster
distances (BC) by the total of the intra-cluster distances (WC). The lower the value the better
the clusters.
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4.5 Generated RB Layouts
The layouts generated by the clustering algorithm are depicted in Fig. 2, where Fig. 2a shows
the most dissimilar RB speller, while Fig. 2b shows the layout of the most similar RB speller.
5 Usability Evaluation of the RB Layouts
This section focuses on the usability evaluation of our developed RB spellers, and particularly
investigates the impact of the different letter distribution among the regions. An overview of the
implementation of the interfaces of different RB layouts is presented, followed by usability testing
in terms of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. The classification accuracy was used as an
objective indicator of the speller performance, while the subjective counterpart based on user’s
feedback was assessed using a usability questionnaire.
5.1 Configuration of the BCI Spellers
The configuration of the speller is performed in 4 steps: Signal monitoring, signal acquisition,
training the xDAWN spatial filter [57], and finally training the LDA (Linear Discriminant Analysis) classifier offline. First, the signal monitoring step monitors the signal quality and ensures
that the acquisition device, the 14-channels wireless EEG headset EMOTIV Epoc+, is properly
connected to the acquisition server. Second, in the signal acquisition step, the participant is asked
to focus on the region/letter highlighted in blue, while the headset is recording the signals. Third,
the training of the xDAWN spatial filter increases the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the P300
potential. By performing this step, the SNR is enhanced and the other artifacts are removed. The
xDAWN algorithm is chosen because it was originally developed for filtering the P300 potentials
for the P300 speller [57]. Finally, the LDA classifier is chosen, similar to previous studies [16,58],
and then trained to discriminate the classes of the acquired signals, whether it is P300 or not, until
reaching an accuracy of 80% at least. The accuracy of the classifier is determined by k-fold cross
validation test, where k is equal to 5. The intensification-flash-time for our experiments was set to
100 ms and the blank time was 60 ms similar to [16] as discussed in Section 5.4.1. However, the
number of flashes for each region at both levels 1 and 2 was set to 12 flashes as shown in Tab. 2.
5.2 Usability Evaluation Model
The (ISO 9241-11: 2018) standard known as the “Ergonomics of Human System Interaction”
covers a wealth of information on every aspect of usability, including hardware, software, and
usability processes. It defines the usability as “the extent to which a system, product, or service can
be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction
in a specified context of use.” This definition identifies efficiency, effectiveness, and satisfaction as
major attributes of usability:
• The effectiveness measures the accuracy and completeness to achieve a specified goal
in a particular environment. Most BCI studies focused on enhancing the accuracy of
the classifier as it measures how accurate the brain signals are being distinguished and
identified [59].
• The efficiency is defined as the resources used in relation to the accuracy and completeness
with which the users achieve a task. Since the workload evaluation in BCI applications
considers cognitive, emotional, and physical state of the task, participant workload serves
as a subjective efficiency measure.

G.tec 8
channels

Emotiv
Epoc+ 14
channels

[16]

This study
100 ms for
each region
at both
levels.

100 ms for
each region
at both
levels.

12 for
each
region

6 for
each
region

60 ms

60 ms

Blank
time

5

10

Subjects

6 normal
male
participants
aged 20–30
years.

6 normal
female
participants
aged 18–25
years.

Total
time

6 ∗ 14 ∗
160 ∗ 10 =
134.4 ms

12 ∗ 14 ∗
160 ∗ 5 =
134.4 ms

#spelled
char.

#flashes

Headset

Flash
time

Usability evaluation parameters

The system parameters

Most
similar
Most
dissimilar

86.10

Pair
frequencies
Alphabetical
order

84.42

83.50

85.55

90.60

Average
classifier
accuracy
(%)
Alphabetical
order

Stimuli

Results

Table 2: Comparison between the parameters and results of this study and those of [16]
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• The satisfaction is influenced by the ease of use, comfort, and acceptability that a user
perceived while using the product. User satisfaction entails several subjective measures
and is usually evaluated using a questionnaire post the completion of the task or the
entire experiment.
In this study, the effectiveness of the different layouts was assessed based on the accuracy of
the classifier. Moreover, a survey was conducted after testing each speller to determine the level of
fatigue, user acceptability, and the speller’s difficulty. The perceived levels of fatigue and difficulty
reflect the workload and serve here as subjective efficiency measures. Whereas, satisfaction was
assessed in terms of the user’s acceptability and preference. Ratings were numerical values from
1 to 10, where 1 and 10 corresponds to the lowest and highest scores, respectively, obtained
from the participant to determine the fatigue, user acceptance, and the speller’s difficulty after
testing each layout. Finally, after experimenting all the three spellers, the participants were asked
to indicate their preference and rank the presented layouts based on their difficulty from the most
difficult to the easiest.
5.3 Testing Procedure
The participants were six healthy subjects, aged 18 to 25, who had no previous experience
with BCI. Before each session, the objectives of this study were explained to the participant.
Subsequently, BCI and P300 spellers along with the experimental procedure were introduced.
Next, each participant used the three speller types to be able to make within-subject’s comparisons.
The order of presenting the three RB spellers was permuted among the different sessions and the
experimental sequence was randomized to minimize the effect of the presentation order if there
is any.
The participants were asked to spell the word “SCOPE” using the 3-tested spellers (the
original RB speller, the most similar, and most dissimilar RB spellers). This word was chosen
because to spell it the participant would have to visit all the regions that contain letters in the
most similar and most dissimilar RB spellers. However, in the original RB speller only two regions
instead of four will be visited several times to spell the exact same word.
In each session, the speller was displayed to the participant, and then he/she was asked to
rate the speller based on the level of fatigue, the user’s acceptability and the level of difficulty.
The evaluation was done on a scale from 1 to 10. Between the different sessions, the participant
was asked to rest for approximately five minutes preparing for the next speller. This procedure was
repeated until all the three spellers were evaluated by the participant. Finally, the participant was
asked to rank the 3 spellers based on the overall difficulty without knowing the layouts’ names
or the difference between them.
5.4 Usability Evaluation Results
5.4.1 Effectiveness Based on the Classifier Accuracy
Fig. 3 demonstrates the accuracies of the offline evaluation obtained from the six participants
while spelling the word “SCOPE”. The three spellers show satisfactory performances as they
could achieve values higher than 80%, which indicates that the three tested layouts are good
candidates for a P300 speller system. The highest accuracy among all six participants was achieved
by the original RB (90%) followed by the most dissimilar RB (87.26%), while the most similar
RB attained the lowest accuracy (79.52%). The average accuracy for each speller for all the six
participants follow the same order as the maximum accuracies; the original RB speller, then the
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most dissimilar speller and then the most similar speller, with average accuracies equal to 84.90%,
84.46% and 82.99%, respectively.
91%

Accuaracy

89%
87%

Original

85%

Most Dissimilar

83%

Most Similar

81%
79%
User 1 User 2 User 3 User 4 User 5 User 6

Figure 3: RB P300 spellers’ accuracies
However, for each participant, the standard deviation among the accuracies of the three
spellers does not exceed 2%. Therefore, the 3 layouts are very competitive in terms of classifier
accuracy. Furthermore, the order of presenting the spellers did not have any significant effect on
the classifier accuracy.
In order to be able to compare these results to the previous studies, the parameters of this
study were set to be very similar to the parameters in [16] as shown in Tab. 2.
The results of the classifier accuracy are also very close, confirming the supremacy, in terms
of accuracy, of the original RB speller which is based on the alphabetical order. It should be
noticed that acquiring the brain signals using Epoc+ headset was a little bit challenging when
involving female participants with long hair. Moreover, further training of the classifier would
lead to better classifier accuracy. So the slight difference between the results of [16] and ours can
be explained by the quality of signal acquisition, the difference in the training phase as well as
the number of spelled characters.
5.4.2 Efficiency Based on the Perceived Fatigue and Difficulty Levels
Fig. 4 shows the ratings for the fatigue levels as recorded for each participant across the three
RB spellers. On average, the original RB speller has the lowest fatigue level by a difference of 0.67
and 0.34 compared to the most dissimilar RB speller and the most similar RB speller, respectively.

Fatigue Level

10
8
6

Original RB speller

4

Most dissimilar RB speller
Most similar RB speller

2
0
User 1

User 2

User 3

User 4

User 5

User 6

Figure 4: Fatigue levels of the RB spellers as rated by the participants
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However, there is some fluctuation in the perception of the fatigue level among the most
dissimilar and the most similar RB spellers. Hence, we considered the possible presence of a
sequence effect because participants 3 and 6 rated the most dissimilar RB speller as the one with
the highest fatigue level, while participants 4 and 5 evaluated it as the speller that has the lowest
fatigue level. This difference in the evaluation may be due to the effect of the order of the speller
presentation since we noticed that for participants 3 and 6, the most dissimilar speller was first
presented and for the rest of the participants, it was shown either second or last. Moreover, the
same can be noticed also for the most similar RB speller that was rated as the one with the highest
fatigue level by participant 5 while this speller was first presented to this participant. Overall, the
order of presenting the three spellers shows a direct effect on the fatigue level perceived by the
participants, where the averages of the fatigue level are 6.50, 4.66, and 4.33 with respect to the
experimental sequence.
Furthermore, the participants were asked to rate the level of difficulty of each speller, and
it turned out that the three spellers have all performed well and have very comparable results.
Particularly, the participants have rated the original RB speller and the most dissimilar RB speller
almost the same and both got an average of 2, where the lower rate means lower difficulty and
else wise if the rating was higher. Following these two spellers by a slight difference of 0.17, comes
the most similar speller.

Us e r a cce p t a b ilit y le ve l

5.4.3 User Satisfaction Based on User’s Acceptability and Preference
For user acceptability, as shown in Fig. 5, the participants expressed a similar and quite high
degree of satisfaction with a slight preference for the original RB speller.
10
8
6

Original RB speller

4

Most dissimilar RB speller
Most similar RB speller

2
0
User 1

User 2

User 3

User 4

User 5

User 6

Figure 5: User acceptability levels of the RB spellers as rated by the participants
In fact, the average acceptability rate of each speller across the 6 participants were 8.67 for
the original RB speller, 7.5 for the most dissimilar RB speller and 8.17 for the most similar RB
speller. Overall, as shown in Fig. 5, all three spellers have been perceived well by the participants.
However, while the average ratings of the original RB speller and the most similar RB speller are
above 8, the most dissimilar are slightly less, making it the least accepted speller compared to the
other two.
Finally, after experimenting all the three layouts, the participants were asked to indicate their
preferences and rank the presented layouts based on their difficulty from the most difficult to the
easiest. Tab. 3 shows the superiority of the original RB speller to be the easiest speller as ranked
by 4 participants out of 6, followed by the most similar RB speller. Whereas, the most dissimilar
RB speller was selected by 4 participants to be the most difficult in comparison to the other two.
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Table 3: Number of participants who have ranked each speller to be difficult, neutral, or
the easiest
Original RB speller
Most dissimilar RB speller
Most similar RB speller

Most difficult

Neutral

Easiest

1
4
1

1
1
4

4
1
1

However, two factors could be behind this ranking. First, the alphabetical order is the conventional way to order the letters, and then the participants may suffer from change aversion.
Second, the selected word “SCOPE” might have affected this ranking. Because, to spell this word
in the most similar or most dissimilar spellers, the participants have to visit four regions, while
for the original RB speller two regions will be visited several times to spell the exact same word.
5.5 Observations and Discussion
Overall, the original RB speller has exceeded the other two spellers in terms of classifier
accuracy, fatigue level, and user acceptability level. As for the difficulty level, the original RB
speller had the exact average rating results as the most dissimilar RB speller. The similarity in
results between the original RB speller and the most dissimilar RB speller has also emerged in
the classifier accuracy where it was 84.90% for the former and 84.46% for the latter. In contrast,
the fatigue and the user acceptability results for the most dissimilar RB speller were the worst
compared to the original and the most similar RB spellers. However, the most similar RB speller
registered the lowest classifier accuracy, while it had the highest user acceptability results as rated
by the participants.
Based on the experimental results, summarized in Tab. 4, it can be concluded that redistributing the characters in the RB speller has a slight effect on the speller accuracy, but an important
effect on user acceptance. In fact, the results show that different layouts could be effective for RB
spelling BCI applications.
Table 4: Experimental results for all three spellers
Spellers

Original RB

Most dissimilar RB

Most similar RB

Average classifier accuracies
User feedback (out of 10)
Average fatigue level
Average user acceptability level
Average difficulty level
Difficulty ranking

84.90%

84.46%

82.99%

4.83
8.67
2
Easiest

5.5
7.5
2
Most difficult

5.17
8.17
2.17
Neutral

However, despite the good effectiveness (based on the classifier accuracy) of the most dissimilar layout, participants find it the most difficult to use. Furthermore, an inverse relationship was
noticed between the averages of the user acceptance level and the classifier accuracy for the most
dissimilar and most similar RB spellers. Also, this relationship can be noticed between RB1 and
RB2 in the results of [16], where RB2 has a higher average accuracy while RB1 has higher user
acceptability. This finding indicates that the discomfort of the user might in fact lead to a better
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classifier performance. Therefore, this hypothesis should be further investigated by conducting
more experiments.
Generally, the original RB speller seems to have the highest potential in terms of performance
and usability, followed by the most dissimilar RB and finally the most similar RB spellers.
However, the frequency of using the regions while spelling and its relation to the speller’s difficulty
require further investigation to conclude. Involving a larger number of participants and using
different words could be a promising research track.
In summary, no layout is consistently better or worse than the others for all participants,
and each may have one layout that is most suitable and effective. Although the reasons could be
further investigated, this indicates that for practical application, generating a user-specific layout
would be better than using a universal one. The automatic generation of different layouts has
made possible thanks to the proposed clustering algorithm.
Some limitations of this study can be due to the small number of participants or due to the
given spelling task that consisted of typing one word. Hence, more experiments, involving a larger
number of participants, including people with disabilities, and using different spelling tasks, should
be conducted to have a comprehensive usability evaluation study. Furthermore, the optimization
of the layouts considered only the distribution among the different regions, and only involved the
alphabet letters. Then, further optimization research could be conducted to investigate the effect of
letters distribution within a region, and to include other characters and symbols. Finally, this study
considered short-term accuracy and cognitive effort. Therefore, future user research might study
long-term use of RB spellers to investigate possible effects of habituation or change aversion.
6 Conclusion
Many P300 spellers were proposed in the literature. The RB P300 speller paradigm outperforms the classical ones in terms of accuracy and user acceptability [16,17,21]. Therefore, this
paper extends this line of research and investigate the possibility to enhance the performance of
RB speller by redistributing the letters among the layout’s regions. The major idea of the proposed
RB layouts is redistributing the letters within the speller’s regions based on the letters’ dissimilarity
or similarity. To the best of our knowledge, generally, this approach has not been applied for
the RB speller or other spellers. Hence, a clustering algorithm was proposed and two optimized
layouts were generated based on the letter’s distribution: the most dissimilar character distribution
and the most similar character distribution. Furthermore, a usability evaluation was conducted to
assess the usability, in terms of effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction of the generated layouts
compared to the original RB layout that is based on the alphabetical order.
The results indicate that when considering short-term accuracy and cognitive effort, the
original RB layout outperforms other layouts. However, despite the good accuracy of the most
dissimilar layout, participants consider it as the most difficult, and vice versa for the most similar
layout. This suggests that the discomfort of the user might lead to better classifier accuracy.
Therefore, future user research might study long-term use of RB spellers to investigate possible
effects of habituation or change aversion.
Furthermore, this study can be beneficial by reusing the clustering algorithm to cluster characters from other languages and for different objectives, such as letter frequencies of use together
or probabilities of use in a text. Another line of research could be to consider designing an
adaptive interface through dynamically changing the layout and clustering the letters based on the
previously entered text or based on user preferences.
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